PRESS RELEASE

EX-TASK STUDENTS NOW WORKING IN EGYPT
06 FEBRUARY 2012 THE INKERMAN GROUP announce that ex-TASK students
are now working in Egypt with The Inkerman Group.
Students from TASK’s latest Close Protection courses have already successfully
obtained work with The Inkerman Group, TASK International’s parent company.
Graduates from the course held in September last year are part of an extensive
deployment in Egypt working with Inkerman Group clients in the region on all aspects
of safety awareness, training and protection. The recent graduates, working
alongside more experienced team members and CP Team Leaders in-country, are
working in increasingly challenging circumstances, as the situation in Cairo continues
to develop.
One ex-student commented that “the training from TASK was excellent and I learnt a
great deal from exceptional trainers and an extremely rigorous course – it has been a
great opportunity to be able to apply so much of what I have learnt in an operational
environment so quickly after obtaining my SIA Close Protection Licence.”
The Inkerman Group has deployed teams in Egypt and throughout the Middle-East
region and has done so increasingly since the beginning of last year as demand for
services in the region from European based clients has continued. The HR team at
The Inkerman group has confirmed that students graduating from TASK CP Courses
will continue to be considered for all operational deployments. Karen Englishby, HR
Director for the Group, explains: “Recruiting Close Protection Officers from TASK
courses works well for us as a business – we know the level of training and in-depth
knowledge which the students are receiving during the training programme, and they
are put through their paces during that time by extremely competent and experienced
trainers. We believe, as a result, that we get some of the very best graduates on the
market.”
As a result of demand, TASK will be increasing the number of Close Protection
courses it holds during 2012.
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The Inkerman Group is a specialist business risk, intelligence management and
investigation company. It provides a wide range of services and works with clients
to counter or mitigate threats to their businesses and organisations.
INTELLIGENCE – PROTECTION - INVESTIGATIONS
Risk and crisis management
International risk assessment
Evacuation and country re-entry procedures
Personal protection services
Crisis management training
Kidnap for ransom, prevention, response
Product contamination and extortion
Tracking and travel safe services
24/7 operations centre
Specialist event security
Specialist security guarding services for high net worth individuals and Corporations
Corporate intelligence
In-country risk reporting
Fraud investigation
Money laundering prevention advice
Counterfeiting and intellectual property
Personnel, pre-employment screening
Digital forensics and electronic data recovery
Electronic Security Sweeps
Due diligence – companies and individuals
Asset tracing
Surveillance
Security integration and surveys
Based in London, Ashford Kent, and Meerbusch Dusseldorf, Germany, and formed
in 1996, The Inkerman Group consists of professional and highly experienced staff
with a wide range of skills and expertise from military, government service, police
and business backgrounds.

